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A TESTING METHODOLOGY FOR FORM-BASED VISUAL PROGRAMS
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Visual programming languages employ visual representation as a means ofpro-
gramming to accomplish tasks that might otherwise have to be encoded ina tradi-
tional one-dimensional programming language [33]. One important class of visual
programming languagesform-based visual programming languagesprovides a
declarative approach to programming, characterized by a dependence-driven, direct-
manipulation working model [1]. Form-based visual programming languages include,
as a subclass, commercial spreadsheet systems. These systems are widely used by
end-users, for a variety of computational tasks.The form-based visual language
paradigm is also a subject of ongoing research. For example, there is research into
using form-based languages for database access [39], for providing steerable simula-
tion environments for scientists [6], and for supporting the specification and imple-
mentation of full-featured GUIs [23].
Despite the end-user appeal of form-based languages, and the perceived simplicity
of the paradigm in comparison to the imperative-language paradigm, research shows
that form-based visual programs often contain faults. For example, inone empirical
study of experienced spreadsheet users [4], 44 percent of the spreadsheets created by
those users were found to contain user-generated faults,a rate comparable to that
estimated in the trade press [8]. Compounding this problem, creators of spreadsheets2
express unwarranted confidence in the reliability of their programs [4]. In spite of
this evidence, we find no discussion in the research literature of techniques for testing
or assessing the reliability of form-based visual programs. In fact, most research on
program testing to date (e.g. [11, 16, 20, 30, 38]) is directed at imperative programs.
In this paper,* we first discuss various issues that impact testing strategies for
form-based visual programs. We show that significant differences exist between form-
based and imperative programs, and that these differences have implications for
testing methodologies.
An important issue for testing involves test adequacy criteria, which provide a
means for assessing how well we have tested a program. We define several test
adequacy criteria for form-based programs, and illustrate their application. We then
show that a criterion analogous to the traditional "all-uses" dataflow test adequacy
criterion is particularly appropriate for form-based programs, because it exercises
interactions both between and within cells.
Based on these results, we present a testing methodology for form-based visual
programs. To accommodate the evaluation models used with these programs, and
the interactive process by which they are created, our methodology is validation-
driven and incremental. This is accomplished through a variant of the all-uses test
adequacy criterion that focuses on dependencies that influence validated output cells,
and by the use of incremental program analysis. To accommodate the user base of
form-based languages, our methodology includes an interface that does not require
an understanding of testing theory; this is accomplished through a fine-grained in-
tegration with the form-based language environment to provide testing information
visually. Thus our methodology is appropriate for use by a wide range of program-
mers, including the many end users who use spreadsheets.
* Much of the material contained in this thesis has appeared previously in [31] and [32].3
Finally, we present the results of an empirical study thatwe have performed to
investigate the effectiveness of our methodology in detecting faults in form-based
programs. Our empirical results are encouraging. The overall average (mean) per-
centage of faults detected for all programs, faulty versions, and test suites inour
study was 81%, which suggest that in practice,our methodology can achieve fault
detection results at least comparable to the results achieved by analogous techniques
for testing imperative programs. These results imply that the potential benefits of
our approach to users of form-based programming languages may be substantial.Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2.1Software testing
4
Software testing is the process of dynamically executing a programor program com-
ponent for some chosen input, and verifying that the program produces the correct
output for that input. Let P be a program we wish to test; to judge whether P's
output is correct, we assume there is a specification S for P which tells us, for each
test input, whether P's output is correct. In practice, S may or may not physically
exist. For convenience, we assume the existence of an oracle that tellsus whether
output is correct. Some consequences of this assumption are discussed in [34].
Though testing involves validating output, testing itself cannot in generalensure
program correctness because many programs have infinite input domains, or input
domains that are too large to exhaustively test.Normally, a subset of an input
domain must be chosen.
This leads to some general problems, for example, howmany tests do we need
to test a given program? How do we choose those tests? When shouldwe consider
that our testing is adequate and stop testing? These problems arevery important
to research and industrial practice. Testing methodologies address these problems.
Two prominent classes of testing methodologies are specification-based (func-
tional, black-box) testing and code-based (structural, white-box) testing. Specification-
based testing selects test data without implementation knowledge of theprogram,
whereas code-based testing uses explicit knowledge of program structure to guide5
test data selection. In this paper, for reasons explained later, we focus on code-based
testing.
Test adequacy criteria provide a way to select test data, and decide when to stop
selecting data. Adequacy criteria are based on the premise that certain aspects of
the code or specifications must be "exercised" or "covered". Code-based adequacy
criteria require the tester to select and execute tests that exercise certain components
of code.
Code-based test adequacy criteria are frequently defined on abstract models of
programs rather than directly on code itself. For imperative programs, a frequently
used abstract model is the control flow graph, which is a graphical representation
of a procedure's control structure. One specific control flow graph isa directed
graph in which each node represents a simple or conditional statement, and each
edge represents the flow of control between statements. Two simple code-based test
adequacy criteria based on control flow graphs are node and edge adequacy criteria,
which require selection of test data that exercises every node and edge, respectively, in
the control flow graph for a procedure. Because nodes and edges may be unreachable
(i.e., may represent statements or paths of statements that cannot be executed for
any input to the procedure), these criteria are rendered applicable by restricting
coverage requirements to executable program components [11].
Figure 2.1 shows program avg and its control flow graph. Program avg takes
an array a containing up to ten integers, and a variable count that says how many
integers are actually stored in a on this call, and returns the average of those integers
in a, or returns result = 1 if count is out of range. In the control flow graph for
avg, statement nodes, shown as ellipses, represent simple statements.Predicate
nodes, shown as rectangles, represent conditional statements; labeled edges out of
these nodes represent control paths taken when the conditional statement evaluates6
to the value of the edge label. For reference, we label each node in the graph with
the number of the corresponding statement in original program. Nodes E and X
represent entry to, and exit from, the program, respectively.
avg(a: array[1..10] of int,count:int,result:int)
int i, sum
begin
1. result = -1;
2. if(count >=0 AND count <=10)
3. sum = 0
4. i = count
5. while(i > 0) do
6. sum = sum + a[i]
7. i = i 1
end
B. result = sum/count
end
end
I
5
FIGURE 2.1: Control flow graph of program avg.
Node and edge adequacy criteria are based directly on control flow. Table 2.1 il-
lustrates a node-adequate test suite for avg and Table 2.2 illustrates an edge-adequate
test suite for avg. Notice that a single test exercises all nodes in avg, whereas at
least two tests are required to exercise all edges.
Control-flow based testing techniques are often combined with data flow analysis,
which calculates interactions between variable definitions, and places where defined
values are used. Test adequacy criteria based on these interactions are called dataflow
test adequacy criteria. Many such adequacy criteria have been proposed for use7
Test Inputs Node coverage
1{a=10,2,4,6; count=4}{E,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,X}
TABLE 2.1: Node-adequate test suite for avg.
Test Inputs Edge coverage
1{a=10,2,4,6; count = 4}(E,1),(1,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,5),
(5,6),(6,7),(7,5),(5,8),(8,X)
2fa=10,2,4,6; count = -2}(E,1), (1,2), (2,X)
TABLE 2.2: Edge-adequate test suite for avg.
with imperative programs(e.g.,[20, 24, 28]). Dataflow criteria examine definition-use
associations (du-associations), which are pairs consisting of a definition and a use of a
variable, such that there is a control flow path from the definition to the use on which
there is no intermediate redefinition or undefinition of the variable. A definition is
an operation that defines a variable's value. A use is an operation that reads a
variable's current value.There are two types of uses.C-use directly affects the
computation being performed and may indirectly affect the flow of control through
the program. The second type of use, a p-use, occurs in a predicate statement where
it directly affects the flow of control, and may indirectly affect the computation.
Dataflow-based adequacy criteria stipulate that a test suite must exercise certain
du-associations. By varying the required combinations of definitions and uses, a
family of test data selection and adequacy criteria is defined in [17, 28]. In this work,8
we restrict our attention to the all-uses criterion, which requires that test data cause
the traversal of at least one path from each variable definition toevery p-use and
every c-use of that definition.
Table 2.3 illustrates an all-uses adequate test suite with respect to variablesum
in program avg. In the table, du-associations are listed in format (definition, use);
definition and use are listed in format n:x where n is the node that contains the
definition or use, and x is the defined/used variable. For example, (3:sum, 6:sum)
means that sum is defined in statement 3 and used in statement 6.
Test Inputs du-associations exercised
1{ a=10,2,4,6; count = 4}(3:sum, 6:sum) (6:sum, 6:sum), (6:sum, 8:sum)
2{a=10,2,4,6; count = 0}(3:sum, 8:sum)
TABLE 2.3: All-uses-adequate tests with respect to variablesum in avg.
2.2Form-based visual programming languages
2.2.1The form-based programming language paradigm
In form-based languages, users set up forms and specify their contents in order to
program. Some of these contents are left blank, with the expectation that they will
be filled in later. To "run" these programs, users fill in these blankson the forms.
The contents of a form are a collection of cells; each cell's value is defined by that
cell's formula. Cells left blank simply have no formulas, and users fill in those blanks
by entering (constant) formulas. The best-known examples of form-based languages
are commercial spreadsheets (see Figure 2.2). But there are also many other research9
systems based upon this paradigm. In its pure form, a form-based program follows
Alan Kay's "value rule", which states that a cell's value is defined solely by the
formula explicitly specified for that cell by the user [19].
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FIGURE 2.2: Spreadsheet to calculate student grades.
2.2.2Forms/3: a form-based visual programming language
Forms/3 is another form-based programming language [5, 12]. We useone example
to show how a user would construct a graphical clock in Forms/3. Figure 2.3 shows
each cell with its formula.
We use the term input cell to mean cells whose formulas contain only constants.
Clock consists of 13 cells, including two input cells (upper left) that could eventu-10
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FIGURE 2.3: Programming a clock in Forms/3.
ally be replaced with references to the system clock,one output cell (middle left),
and several cells used in intermediate calculations (sections at right). After thepro-
gramming is finished, the formula tabs, borders, and cells that calculate intermediate
results can be hidden, and cells rearranged, to reach theuser view shown in Figure
2.4.
In this paper, we consider a subset of Forms/3 that is representative of "pure"
form-based visual languages: those with no macros or imperative sublanguages and
no recursion. The subset includes ordinary spreadsheet-like formulas for mathematics
and conditional operations, and support for elementary graphics. Thegrammar for
the formulas in this subset is shown in Table 2.4. The Forms/3 figures presented in
this paper were programmed using this subset. From thisgrammar, it is clear that11
Clock Input
FIGURE 2.4: User's view of program clock.
the only dependencies between one cell and another are data dependencies. Because
of this fact, cells can be scheduled for evaluation inany order that preserves these
dependencies.
A cell with no formula is equivalent to a cell with formula BLANK; the result
of evaluating such a formula is a distinguished value thatwe term NOVALUE. The
"else-less" version of an ifExpr (e.g., IF A=B THEN "A and Bare the same") is
simply a syntactic shortcut for the same formula with "ELSE BLANK' appended
(e.g., IF A=B THEN "A and B are the same" ELSE BLANK). Parsing ambiguities
do not arise in this simple language because multi-token subexpressionsare always
wrapped in parentheses.
Because the language of formulas does not distinguish among input, output, and
intermediate calculations, it is easy for a user to accidentally replacean interim
calculation with an input, to forget to change previously-established (default) input
formulas, and so on. To alleviate this, most form-based visual languages include12
formula ::= BLANK I expr
expr ::= CONSTANT I CELLREF I ERROR I infixExpr
I
prefixExpr I ifExpr I composeExpr
infixExpr ::= subExpr infixOperator subExpr
prefixExpr ::= unaryPrefixOperator subExpr I
binaryPrefixOperator subExpr subExpr
ifExpr ::= IF subExpr THEN subExpr ELSE subExpr
I
IF subExpr THEN subExpr
composeExpr ::= COMPOSE subExpr withclause
subExpr ::= CONSTANT I CELLREF I(expr)
infixOperator ::= +II* I/I AND I OR I = I...
unaryPrefixOperator ::= NOT I ERROR? I CIRCLE I...
binaryPrefixOperator ::= LINE I BOX I...
withclause ::= WITH subExpr AT (subExpr subExpr) I
WITH subExpr AT (subExpr subExpr) withclause
TABLE 2.4: Grammar for formulas.
the ability to "lock down" some of the cells to prevent accidental modification of
the formulas: When present, this feature can be used by a testing mechanism to
differentiate inputs from calculations.
2.2.3Evaluation strategies for form-based languages
In essence, the evaluation strategies used in form-based languages follow the princi-
ples of either eager evaluation or lazy evaluation, although a variety of optimizations
and combinations are employed by some languages. Eager evaluation is driven by
changes: whenever a value of cell X is changed, the change is propagated to every
cell that is affected by the change. For example, if a user edits cell X's formula,
then if cell Y references X in its formula then Y is also recomputed, which in turn
causes cells that refer to Y to be recomputed, and so on. Determining which cells
are affected is usually done conservatively, i.e., from a static perspective.13
In contrast to this strategy, lazy evaluation is driven by output: the first timea
cell X is displayed, it is computed, and so is every cell that X needs. For example,
if cell X is moved onto the screen through window manipulations, every cell that
it needs is computed (and every cell that they need, and so on) in order to finally
calculate X. Whether X "needs" Y is determined dynamically, so this is not as
conservative as the eager approach. For example, if X's formula is "TRUE or Y",
then the reference to Y will not be needed if the evaluation engine evaluates the first
operand before the second. Because form-based languages are visual, keeping many
cells on display automatically, at least some of the cell values are usually saved. This
means that a lazy evaluation engine also needs to keep track of which saved values
are up-to-date if the user has started changing formulas. There are several methods
for doing so, but their mechanism is not relevant to the issues in this paper, and
we assume for simplicity of exposition that a cell value has never been computed
before. It has been shown that eager evaluation produces the same answers as lazy
evaluation, provided that both terminate. However, lazy evaluation computes fewer
cells.
In form-based visual languages, some cells will be on the screen and some will
not. There are both static and dynamic mechanisms for determining which are on
the screen. For example, in some languages it is possible to statically "hide" cells;
in most languages the user can scroll or otherwise move cells on and off the screen
through direct manipulation. Which cells are on-screen determines which input cells
will be noticed and attended to, and which output cells will be seen. In the case of
languages following lazy evaluation, it also determines which cells will be computed,
since lazy evaluation is output-driven.14
2.3Related work
As mentioned earlier, much research on testing imperative programs has been done.
However, our search of the research literature has revealed no published research
on the topic of testing form-based visual programs. Some recent research [2, 3, 21],
however, has addressed problems of testing for logic programs written in Prolog.
Because Prolog programs and form-based visual programs are both declarative in
nature, it is reasonable to ask whether they can be tested similarly.
To support control-flow based coverage testing of Prolog programs, Luo et al.
[21] present two types of graphs that explicitly represent the hidden control flow of
Prolog programs. They compare Prolog programs with imperative programs; Prolog
programs are recursive in nature (their basic data structures are recursive lists) and
important differences between flow of control in Prolog and in imperative programs
stem from the fact that subgoal unification is bidirectional, and backtracking occurs
after failure. Luo et al. define control flow graphs that accommodate these differ-
ences, and based on these control flow graphs, define test selection criteria analogous
to criteria defined for imperative programs.
Azem, Belli et al. [2] investigate implementation-based testing and reliability de-
termination of logic programs, focusing on Prolog. They describe a testing environ-
ment, PROTest, and a reliability assessment environment, PRORool. In subsequent
work, Belli and Jack [3] investigate test coverage measures, working from a different
view than Luo et al. of the implicit control flow in a Prolog program. Instead of
attempting to extract a control flow graph from a Prolog program, they define an
abstract model of the program, which is a set of goal-induced instances of program
clauses, and define on the model a coverage measure by the least upper bound of the
clause instances.15
Logic languages and form-based visual languages are both declarative in nature:
neither language encodes explicit control flow beyond that which can be said to
occur within formulas. Both classes of languages depend on an engine to determine
dependencies and evaluate programs. However, the evaluation schemes behind the
two types of languages are quite different. Logic programming is based on first-order
predicate logic; a Prolog program consists of a finite set of definite Horn clauses. In
Prolog, the basic data structure is a recursive list, and unification and backtracking
are the mechanisms that drive computations. When goal unification is complete, a
solution is given. Unification and backtracking, however, cause control flow and data
flow to be bi-directional. The differences between the paradigms motivate different
approaches to testing and defining coverage criteria for the two types of languages.16
Chapter 3
ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Form-based visual programs are subject to the same overall concerns, with respect
to testing, as imperative programs; however, differences between the form-based and
imperative language paradigms influence attempts to develop testing methodologies
for form-based programs.
In this section we describe several differences between the imperative and form-
based language paradigms, and discuss the effects these differences haveon strategies
for testing form-based programs. The comparison reveals several opportunities for
utilizing characteristics of form-based languages in testing.
3.1Types of faults found in form-based programs
Empirical data [4] suggests that most faults that occur in form-basedprograms in-
volve incorrect formulas. Some faults, such as syntax errors, cycles in dependencies,
and references to non-existent cells, can be detected by the programming environ-
ment at the time the program is created; these do not concern us here. Of the faults
that cannot be thus detected, most involve incorrect or missing references to cells. A
smaller class of faults involve the erroneous use of operators or constants. Faultsmay
occur in computational expressions, directly affecting the values that are assigned
to cells, or in predicate expressions, directly affecting the flow of control within cell
formulas and indirectly affecting assignments of values to cells.17
3.2Specification-based versus code-based testing
One important difference between form-based visual languages and traditional im-
perative languages involves their user base. A large part of the form-based visual
language user base includes "end user" programmers such as business professionals,
or scientists doing exploratory work, few of whom are likely to create specifications
for their programs. Moreover, code of form-based visual program is more accessible
than that of imperative textual program. Thus, we focus on techniques for code-
based testing of form-based programs. In the absence of specifications, we assume
that the programmer/tester serves as the oracle to validate the correctness of test
Outputs.
3.3Incremental versus nonincremental testing
The form-based language paradigm supports testing processes that differ frompro-
cesses readily supported by the imperative paradigm.
We can think of a form-based program as a function that maps a vector of "input
cells" to a vector of "output cells." D, the domain of this function, is a set of vectors
whose elements consist of values for their corresponding input cells. A test t fora
form-based program is an element of D. In this paradigm, t is an assignment of
values to all input cells.
With imperative programs, tests are often run in three steps: first, inputs are
initialized; next, the program is executed; and finally, results are validated. This
process is repeated for each test in the test suite. A similar process applies to form-
based programs: to run a test we initialize all input cells; then, we "execute" the
program; finally, we validate results. With form-based programs, however, program
execution is accomplished automatically by the evaluation engine, and this engine
updates output cells following each input, not just the final one. This immediate18
feedback for user actions is called responsiveness, and isa common characteristic of
the form-based visual language paradigm [1]. Responsiveness in form-basedprograms
promotes the use of an incremental testing process: given a form-basedprogram in
which input cells contain values, we incrementally alter those values; followingeach
alteration we validate the contents of relevant output cells.
Applied to form-based programs, incremental and nonincremental testingpro-
cesses achieve the same overall results: they both test the application of entire input
vectors to programs. To illustrate, suppose form-basedprogram P has input cells C1,
C2, and C3, and we wish to run two tests on P: test 1 applies inputvector (i1, 22, i3),
and test 2 applies input vector (i1, i2, i4).Using the nonincremental approach we
enter all test 1 inputs, then validate output cell contents, then enter all test 2 inputs,
and then validate output cell contents. With the incremental approach,we enter all
test 1 inputs, then validate output cell contents, then achieve test 2 setup by altering
C3 to i4, and then validate output cell contents. For both of these approaches, the
end result is the application and validation of the two input vectors.
The approaches differ, however, in two ways. The incremental approach reduces
the effort required to test P, by reducing the number of inputs that thetester must
enter. Furthermore, when we apply test 2 incrementally,we need only validate output
cells that are affected by modified input (i4); outputs that depend onlyon inputs
entered previously (i1, i2) do not require revalidation. Forprograms that contain
large numbers of cells, the reduction in effortcan be substantial. Thus, a testing
methodology for form-based programs should accommodate theuse of an incremental
testing process.19
3.4Applicability of criteria
Most code-based test adequacy criteria for imperative programs are defined in terms
of control flow. For example, data-flow and basis path adequacy criteria are defined
in terms of paths through control flow graphs [11, 27]. Such definitions suffice for
imperative programs, in which flow of control between code constructs is explicit at
the language level, and program execution follows control flow; however, the situation
is different for form-based programs. At the language level, in form-based programs,
execution follows explicit control flow only within formulas, and the evaluation order
of cells is dependence-driven. At the language level, given program P, an evaluation
engine can evaluate P's cells in any order that preserves data dependencies. At the
implementation level, however, a particular evaluation engine executes a program
according to a particular evaluation scheme, inducing a specific evaluation order on
cells.
This difference between language level and implementation level views has conse-
quences for code-based test adequacy criteria. For example, consider the basis path
criterion, which requires a tester to select test data that exercises all linearly inde-
pendent paths through a program. Given form-based program P, we can determine
a finite, maximal set of cell orderings that each yield a correct evaluation of P, given
its dependencies. Each ordering represents a path through P that joins cell formulas
to one another; the set of orderings constitutes the set of all linearly independent
paths through P. An arbitrary evaluation engine could use any of these orderings
to evaluate P. Given a particular engine, however, only one ordering is dynamically
executed; for that engine, only that ordering corresponds to an executable path.
A test adequacy criterion is applicable if, for every program P, there exists a
finite test set that is adequate according to that criterion for P [35]. One of the20
ways in which a test adequacy criterion fails to be applicable is if it requires cover-
age of nonexecutable code components. Because adequacy criteria often involve code
components that can be nonexecutable, a common tactic is to render the criteria
applicable by redefining them, such that they requirecoverage only of executable
components [11]. When this tactic is employed, testers must determine whether
code components are executable, in order to complete their evaluations of test ade-
quacy. Determining whether a component is executable is a difficult problem [36];
adequacy criteria that identify fewer nonexecutable componentsmay, for this reason,
be preferable to those that identify more.
Applied to form-based programs at the language level, control-flow-based ade-
quacy criteria that require coverage of all valid cell evaluation orders identify com-
ponents that are predominantly nonexecutable under a particular evaluation engine.
Such criteria are not applicable; restricting them to executable components willre-
quire inordinate effort on the part of testers.
An alternative control-flow-based adequacy criterion, applied at the implementa-
tion level, could focus on cell evaluation orders that may be exercised bya particular
evaluation engine. Essentially, this approach requires definitions of adequacy crite-
ria at the implementation level, rather than the language level. This strategy has
the advantage of closely relating programcoverage to program execution; however, it
also has drawbacks. Building engine evaluation order intoa testing criterion presents
tester with a view of the program that is not natural to the form-based language
paradigm. A programmer does not and should not need to know, the order in which
cells are evaluated, except where that order relates to dependencies. Furthermore,
to implement adequacy criteria that depend on engine evaluation order,we must
build testing tools that are cognizant of an underlying engine's evaluation order; this
requirement reduces the generality of the tools.21
In this work, we focus on engine-independent adequacy criteria; that is, criteria
that can be satisfied under any valid evaluation engine. Under this approach, to avoid
problems with applicability, we require criteria that can be defined and measured
independent of cell evaluation order.
3.5Integrated development, testing and debugging
Form-based programs are responsive.Testing strategies for form-based programs
can utilize this responsiveness to integrate development, testing, and debugging ac-
tivities. When a programmer modifies a form-based program, the modified code is
immediately executed, and affected results are immediately displayed. There isno
separate compile-and-link process to be completed before outputs can be displayed
and validated. As a result, the processes of creating, testing, and debugging form-
based programs are tightly coupled.
An environment for developing form-based programs can capitalizeon this cou-
pling. Form-based language programmers can incrementally test and validate mod-
ifications more readily than can imperative language programmers. Whena test
results in a failure, the same data that lets testing utilities in the programmingen-
vironment track and indicate tested components can be used to identify components
that dynamically affect the execution, and help the programmer locate the fault.
When the programmer corrects the fault, the testing utilitiescan immediately calcu-
late code components affected by the modification that shouldnow be revalidated.
These components can immediately be retested.
3.6The user interface
Although a few form-based language programmers will understand concepts suchas
test adequacy, many others will be able to take advantage of more rigorous testing22
methodologies only if those methodologiesare appropriately presented. One con-
cept that is not foreign to form-based languageprogrammers is the concept of cells
interacting through cell references [4].Testing methodologies framed in terms of
cell interactions should be accessible to suchprogrammers. We can further support
their understanding by presenting testing-related information ina manner that is
integrated with the form-based language paradigm; that is, by providinga testing
environment in which that information is presented visually.23
Chapter 4
A METHODOLOGY FOR TESTING FORM-BASED VISUAL
PROGRAMS
In Chapter 3, we discussed differences between the form-based visual language
paradigm and traditional imperative paradigms. Some of these differencessuch
as the incremental, responsive nature of programming environments for form-based
languages, and the need to support users unschooled in formal notions of testing
add to the difficulty of creating a practical testing methodology. But also, these
differences provides opportunities for integrating testing, debugging, and validation
efforts to an extent not found with traditional imperative programs.
In this chapter, we present a methodology for testing form-based visual programs.
We organize the material into two sections: in Section 4.1 we describe a family of
test adequacy criteria for form-based visual programs, and compare and contrast
these criteria analytically. We show that a criterion based on the all-uses dataflow
adequacy criterion is particularly appropriate for form-based visual programs. In
Section 4.2 we describe our methodology for testing form-based visual programs,
that utilizes this criterion in a way that takes into consideration the differences
between form-based visual programs and imperative programs.
4.1Adequacy criteria for form-based programs
We define five test adequacy criteria. The first two criteria focus solelyon formulas.
By failing to consider dependencies between cells, however, these criteriacan miss24
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FIGURE 4.1: Forms/3 program to obtain the root(s) of quadraticor linear equations.
significant interactions. Our third criterion is based on simple dependencies between
cells. We show that this criterion is weaker than the first two criteria, in part because
it does not consider the effects of control flow within cell formulason dependencies
between cells.Next, we describe a data-flow adequacy criterion that overcomes
the deficiencies of the first three criteria: it forces testers to exercise dependencies
between cells, but also to consider the effects of control flow within cell formulason
those dependencies.Finally, we describe a du-validation criterion, which requires
the same coverage as the all-uses criterion, but determinescoverage with respect to
validated outputs.25
As a running example, we use the Forms/3program rootsolver, displayed in
Figure 4.1, that calculates the solutions of the equations ax2 +bx+c= 0 or bx+c = 0.
Cells a, b, and c are input cells for coefficientsa, b, and c, respectively; cells f and g
display the roots calculated for the equation given those coefficients; and cells d and
e are intermediate cells used in the calculation. In the figure, the cells display values
for the case where the input to the program is { a=1, b=-3, c=2}. Whena = 0 the
program calculates the root of bx + c = 0.
4.1.1An abstract model for form-basedprograms
Given form-based program P, we construct a cell relation graph (CRG) that models
two properties of P: flow of control within P's formulas, and dependencies between
P's cells. To model the flow of control within cell formulas,we represent each cell
by a formula graph; these graphs are comparable to the control flow graphs usedto
represent procedures in imperative programs and discussed in Section 2.1. A formula
graph is a directed graph in which each node representsa simple or conditional
expression in a cell formula, and each edge represents the flow of control between
expressions. Unique entry and exit nodes represent initiation and termination of the
evaluation of the formula. We call the set of formula graphs obtained froma program
P the formula graph set for P.
Figure 4.2 displays the formula graph for cell f of rootsolver, using notation
similiar to that used for the control flow graph in Figure 2.1. For reference,we label
each node in the graph with the name of the associated cell andan integer.
To model dependencies between cells, we represent themas edges between formula
graphs. Given cells A and B in program P, if B's formula references A, then B's
computation may make use of the value associated with A: in thiscase we say that
B is cell dependent on A. We calculate cell dependencies by analyzing cellformulas26
and locating references, in each formula, to other cells. To model cell dependencies,
we represent them in the CRG as edges between formula graphs: for each pair of
cells A and B in program P, if B is cell dependent on A, we add an edge from
the exit node ax of A's cell formula graph to the entry node be of B's cell formula
graph.Figure 4.3 displays the CRG for rootsolver. In the figure, formula graphs
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FIGURE 4.2: Formula graph for cell f of rootsolver.
are enclosed within dotted rectangles, and dashed lines depict cell dependencies. To
simplify the presentation, however, we depict cell dependence edges as beginning and
terminating at the dotted rectangles.
Cell dependence edges do not represent control flow.The presence of a cell
dependence edge between cells A and B in the CRG for program P means only that
when P is executed, the evaluation engine must execute cells in P in an order that
preserves this dependence. If (ax,be) is a cell dependence edge from cell A to cell B in
the CRG for program P, then whether A or B or both must be executed for a given
input, or whether execution of B will immediately follow execution of A, dependsCiT.1)
(: read)
V
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a
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FIGURE 4.3: Cell relation graph for rootsolver.
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on the underlying evaluation scheme and on other dependencies in P. In contrast,
edges within formula graphs do represent control flow. An evaluation of formula F
can be said to traverse a path through the formula graph F for F, beginning at F's
entry node and ending at its exit node.
4.1.2Node and edge adequacy criteria
We use formula graph sets to define analogues, for form-basedprograms, of the
applicable node and edge adequacy criteria utilized for imperativeprograms and
defined in Section 2.1. Test t exercises a noden in formula graph G if t causes the28
evaluation of the formula that corresponds to G, and that evaluationtraverses a path
through G that includesn.A test suite T isnode-adequatefor form-based program
P if, for each formula graph G in the formula graph set for P, for each dynamically
executable nodenin G, there is at least one test in T that exercisesn.Similarly,
test t exercises an edge(n1, n2)in formula graph G if t causes the evaluation of
the formula that corresponds to G, and that evaluation traversesa path through G
that includes(nl, n2).A test suite T isedge-adequatefor form-based program P if,
for each formula graph G in the formula graph set for P, for each executableedge
(nl, n2)in G, there is at least one test in T that exercises(nl, n2).
Table 4.1 presents a test suite that is both node- and edge-adequate forrootsolver.
As the table illustrates, each test casecauses multiple cell formulas to be evaluated,
and exercises nodes and edges in each of those cells; however,no single test case ex-
ercises all coverable components. For example, testcase 1 enters values in all three
input cells (a, b, and c), exercising all edges in those cells. These inputs force celld
to be evaluated; that evaluation exercises all edges indand assigns value 1 tod.Cell
e isnow executed; because the value of d is positive, this execution exercises edges
(el,e2), (e2,e3),and(e3,e6)and assigns value 1 toe.Cellsfandgare now executed,
their execution exercises edges(fl,f2), (f2,14), (f4,f7),and(f7,f9),and(gl,g2),
(g2,g4), (g4,g7),and(g7,g9),respectively. Row 1 of Table4.1lists the nodes and
edges exercised.
The test suite shown in Table4.1 isboth node- and edge-adequate for roots olver.
A test suite may, however, exercise all nodes ina formula graph without exercising
all edges. For example, a test suite for rootsolver could exerciseevery node in
the formula graph for cellewithout exercising edge(e4,e6).In this sense, the edge-
adequate criterion is stronger than the node-adequate criterion:we can satisfy the
node-adequate criterion without testing some potentially important decisions.29
TestInputsNode coverage Edge coverage
al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3 (al,a2),(a2,a,3),(bl,b2),(b2,b3)
1{a =1,cl,c2,c3, dl,d2,d3 (cl,c2),(c2,c3),(dl,d2),(d2,d3),(el,e2)
b=-3,el,e2,e3,e6,fl,f2,f4,f7,f9(e2,e3),(e3,e6),(fl,f2),(f2,f4),(f4,f7)
c=2}gl,g2,g4,g7,g9 (f7,D),(gl,g2),(g2,g4),(g4,g7),(g7,g9)
al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3 (al,a2),(a2,a3),(bl,b2),(b2,b3)
2Ia.°,cl,c2,c3, dl,d2,d3 (cl,c2),(c2,c3),(dl,d2),(d2,d3),(el,e2)
b=3,el,e2,e3,e6,fl,f2,f3,f5,f9(e2,e3),(e3,e6),(fl,f2),(f2,f3),(f3,f5)
c=3}gl,g2,g3,g5,g9 (f5,f9),(gl,g2),(g2,g3),(g3,g5),(g5,g-9)
al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3 (al,a2),(a2,a3),(bl,b2),(b2,b3),(cl,c2)
3{a=0,cl,c2,c3,d1,d2,d3 (c2,c3),(dl,d2),(d2,d3),(el,e2),(e2,e4)
b=0,el,e2,e4,e5,e6,fl,f2,f3 (e4,e5),(e5,e6),(fl,f2),(f2,f3),(f3,f6)
c=3}f6,f9,gl,g2,g3,g6,g9 (f6,f9),(gl,g2),(g2,g3),(g3,g6),(g6,g9)
al,a2,a3,bl,b2,b3 (al,a2),(a2,a3),(bl,b2),(b2,b3),(cl,c2)
4{a =1,cl,c2,c3,d1,d2,d3 (c2,c3),(dl,d2),(d2,d3),(el,e2),(e2,e4)
b=-1,el,e2,e4,e6,f1,f2,f4,f8,f9(e4,e6),(fl,f2),(f2,f4),(f4,f8),(f8,f9)
c=2}gl,g2,g4,g8,g9 (gl,g2),(g2,g4),(g4,g8),(g8,g9)
TABLE 4.1: Node- and edge-adequate test suite for rootsolver.
4.1.3The cell dependence adequacy criterion
As the foregoing example shows, the act of exercising nodes and edges also ex-
ercises interactions between cells.However, node and edge adequacy criteria do
not explicitly require tests that exercise such interactions. Thus, node- and edge-
adequate test suites may fail to exercise cell interactions that, if exercised, could
reveal faults. For example, suppose the programmer of root solver mistyped the30
last line of the formula for cell e as "(if (d=0) then 2)". In this case, for inputs
{ a = 1,b= 2, c= 1 }, the program should calculate double roots -1 and -1; instead,
it calculates roots 0 and 2. The node- and edge-adequate test suite shown in Table
4.1 does not detect this fault.
To specify an adequacy criterion that explicitly requires the testing of cell inter-
actions, an initial approach focuses on cell dependencies. Let A and B be cells in
form-based program P, with associated formula graphs A and [3, respectively, and
let B be cell dependent on A, represented as edge (ax,1),) in the CRG for P. Test
t exercises cell dependence edge (eir,6,) if t causes evaluation of B, and that evalu-
ation traverses a path through B that contains a node whose associated expression
references A. We say that test suite T is cell-dependence-adequate for form-based
program P if, for each cell dependence edge (x, y) in the CRG for P, there is some
test t in T that exercises (x, y).
One advantage of the cell dependence adequacy criterion is that evaluation en-
gines for form-based programs often explicitly track information on cell dependencies;
this information is available at no additional expense to testing tools that are inte-
grated with such engines. A second advantage is that the criterion does explicitly
address interactions between cells. It is easy to show, however, that cell-dependence-
adequate test suites may not be node- or edge-adequate. For example, consider the
node- and edge-adequate test suite shown in Table 4.1. When we remove test cases
3 and 4 from that test suite, the resulting test suite, shown with cell dependence
coverage information in Table 4.2, is cell-dependence-adequate, but is not node- or
edge-adequate. For example, the tests in the test suite do not exercise nodes f7 or
g7, or edges (f 7, f 9) or (g7, g9); the test suite cannot detect faults in f7 and g7.31
Test Inputs Cell dependence coverage
1{a =1,b=-3,c=2}(a,d),(b,d),(c,d),(d,e),(e,f),(e,g),
(a,f),(b,f),(d,f),(a,g),(b,g),(d,g)
2{ a=0,b=3,c=3}(a,d),(b,d),(c,d),(d,e),(a,f),(b,f),
(c,f),(a,g),(b,g),(c,g)
TABLE 4.2: Cell-dependence-adequate test suite for roots olver.
The cell dependence adequacy criterion requirescoverage of some dependencies
between cells, but not all; moreover, it does not explicitly consider the effects of the
control dependencies that are created by predicate expressions.
As discussed in Section 2.1, dataflow test adequacy criteria relate testcoverage
to interactions between occurrences of variables; dataflow analysis identifies such
interactions. For imperative languages, dataflow analysis classifies theoccurrences of
variables in a program as definitions or uses, dependingon whether those occurrences
store values in, or fetch values from, memory, respectively.
A similar classification applies to form-basedprograms. However, in form-based
programs, cells serve as variables, and the value for cell C can be defined only by
expressions in C's formula. Let C be a cell in form-basedprogram P, with formula
F and formula graph P. Each node in F that representsan expression that assigns
a value to C is a definition of C. Each non-predicate node in F that represents an
expression referring to cell D is a c-use (computation use) of D. Each edge in F that
has as its source a predicate node n such thatn represents a conditional expression
referring to another cell D is a p-use (predicate use) of D.
A definition-use association (du-association) links definitions of cells withuses
that those definitions can reach. Two typesare of interest. A definition-c-use as-32
sociation is a triple (ni, n2, C), where n1 is a definition of cell C, n2 is a c-use of
C, and there exists an assignment of values to P's input cells in which n1 reaches
n2. A definition-p-use association is a triple (ni,(n2, n3),C), where n1 is a definition
of cell C, (n2, n3) is a p-use of C, and there exists an assignment of values to P's
input cells in which n1 reaches n2, and causes the predicate associated with n2 to be
evaluated such that n3 is the next node reached. Note that these definitions specify
only executable du-associations: associations for which there exists some input for
which the definition reaches the use.
To utilize definition-use associations for test adequacy purposes, we must de-
fine what it means to exercise an association. Given du-association (ni, n2,C) (or
(ni,(n2, n3),C)), where n2 (or (n2, n3)) is contained in formula graph F corresponding
to formula F, we say that a test t exercises that association if t causes an evaluation
of the formula that contains the definition, that evaluation corresponds to a traversal
of a path through the formula graph (for C) that contains nl, and then, later in the
computation, t causes evaluation of F, and that evaluation traverses a path through
F that contains n2 (or (n2, n3)).
For imperative programs, a wide range of dataflow test adequacy criteria have
been defined; each yields a particular coverage of du-associations.For example,
we can require that all/some definitions reach all/some of their associated uses/c-
uses/p-uses, via all/some of the paths over which the definitions can possibly reach
those uses [11]. Or, we can require that chains of associations of various lengths be
executed [24]. Many, but not all, of these criteria are directly applicable to form-
based programs. We focus on the "all uses" dataflow test adequacy criterion.
For imperative programs, the all uses criterion requires test data to exercise each
executable du-association that occurs in the program by at least one path. For form-
based programs, where our definition of what it means to exercise a du-association33
Test Inputs du-association coverage
1{a=1, b=-3, c=2}(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e3),d), (d2,e3,d)
(a2,(f2,f4),a),(a2, fl,a),(d2,(f4,f7),d),(b2,f7,b),(e3, f7,e)
(a2,(g2,g4),a),(a2, g7,a),(d2,(g4,g7),d),(b2,g7,b),(e3, g7,e)
2{a =0, b=3, c=3}(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e3),d)
(d2,e3,d),(a2,(f2,f3),a),(a2,(g2,g3),a),(b2,(f3,f5),b)
(b2,(g3,g5),b),(b2,f5,b),(b2,g5,b),(c245,c), (c2,g5,c)
3{a=0, b=0, c=3}(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c)
(d2,(e2,e4),d),(d2,(e4,e5),d),(a2,(f2,f3),a)
(a2,(g2,g3),a),(b2,(f3,f6),b),(b2,(g3,g6),b)
4{a =1, b=1, c=2}(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c)
(d2,(e2,e4),d),(d2,(e4,e6),d),(a2,(f2,f4),a)
(a2,(g2,g4),a),(d2,(f4,f8),d),(d2,(g4,g8),d)
5{a =1, b=2,c=1}(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e4),d), (d2,(e4,e5),d),
(a2,(f2,f4),a),(d2,(f4,f7),d),(a2,(g2,g4),a),(d2,(g4,g7),d)
(a2,f7,a),(b2,f7,b),(e5,f7,e),(a2,g7,a),(b2,g7,b),(e5,g7,e)
TABLE 4.3: Du-association adequate test suite for rootsolver.
does not involve paths between cells that contain definitions and cells that contain
uses, the criterion simply requires test data to "exercise each executable association."
Table 4.3 depicts a test suite that is all-uses adequate for rootsolver. The first
four tests in this suite are node- and edge-adequate; to achieve all-uses adequacy,
test 5 was added. As the example illustrates, the all-uses criterion forces us to
execute tests that exercise interactions between cells that were not exercised by node-
adequate or cell-dependence-adequate test suites. By doing so, the criterion can help34
uncover errors that may remain undetected by node, edge, or cell-dependence criteria.
For example, the criterion requires us to exercise definition-use associations (e5,f7,e)
and (e5,g7,e); in doing so, we detect the error in e5 thatwas described in Section
4.1.3.
The superiority of all-uses adequacy illustrated in this example reflectsa relation-
ship that also has been suggested to exist in the imperative-language counterparts
of these criteriaa relationship that has been examined both analytically and em-
pirically (e.g., [11, 17]). Where the application of all-uses adequacy to form-based
programs is concerned, however, an additional advantage involves its (relative) ease
of application. Dataflow analysis and dataflow testingare complicated for impera-
tive programs by the presence of dynamically determined addressing in forms suchas
dynamic array indexing or pointer accesses. These complications force dataflow anal-
ysis and testing techniques to incur imprecision for imperativeprograms. Form-based
programs may utilize arrays and matrices and refer to them in formulas; however, for
most form-based languages, such references can be resolved statically. Form-based
programs may have aliases, to the extent that multiple names may refer to a sin-
gle cell; however, for most form-based languages these aliases, too,can be resolved
statically. Thus, for programs in most form-based languages, definition-use associa-
tions can be more precisely determined than forprograms in imperative languages,
resulting in more precise test data.
Although we do not present them fully here, we can also define analogues of
other dataflow adequacy criteria for form-basedprograms. However, not all of these
criteria appear particularly useful for this application. For example,an all definitions
criteria could require each definition that has at leastone use to reach at least one
such use; however, dependence-driven evaluationensures that, if a test suite executes
all nodes, it will also execute each such definition to at leastone use. On the other35
side of the issue, a criterion that might be useful for form-based visual programs
is the required k-tuples criteria [24], which requires execution of k-length chains of
du-associations. Consideration of all criteria such as these is a subject for future
research.
4.1.4The du-validation criterion
Our all-useq,,slataflow, adequacy criterion is particularly appropriate for form-based
programs. As Duesterwald, Gupta, and Soffa [9] observe, however, merely exer-
cising a du-association does not necessarily demonstrate its correctness. Typically,
an incorrect du-association is detected by the programmer only if its erroneous ef-
fect is reflected in some computed output value.The importance of connecting
du-associations to validated outputs is particularly clear for form-based programs,
because in these programs, cells may be hidden or be off the screen, and inputs
may exercise many du-associations that do not lead to visible (and thus, verifiable)
outputs.
Thus, we define a du-validation criterion for use on form-based programs, that
relates test adequacy to validated outputs. The du-validation criterion, like the all-
uses criterion, requires that all du-associations in the program be exercised by some
test; thus, the two criteria are equivalent in terms of the program components that
they require a tester to exercise.
However, for the du-validation criterion, we modify our definition of a test so
that a test includes both an assignment of values to a program's input cells, and a
designated output cell. We consider a du-association dua to be exercised by a test
only if, when the program is run for that test's input, dua contributes (directly or
transitively) to the computation of the final value of the designated output cell.36
This validation-driven test adequacy criterion is well suited for incremental testing
of form-based programs, given their responsiveness. The user may apply a test by
entering an assignment of values to input cellseither by entering new values in all
cells or entering values only in cells that must be changed in order to reach the input
assignment required by the test. Then, the user pronounces an output cell's value
"valid" for this test input. The du-association that contribute directly or indirectly
to this output value can then be calculated, by a process we describe in the next
section.
Table 4.4 displays a du-validation-adequate test suite for rootsolver. As the
table indicates, the test suite exercises the same du-associations as the all-uses-
adequate test suite depicted in Table 4.3.
4.2 An incremental and validation-driven methodology
To provide a variety of users some benefits of formal testing without requiring their
understanding of formal testing methodologies, we developed a testing methodology.
To accommodate differences between the form-based visual language paradigm and
traditional imperative paradigms, our testing methodology is validation-driven and
incremental, and integrated at a fine granularity into the programming environment,
providing the following functionalities:
The ability to incrementally determine the static du-associations in an evolving
program whenever a new cell formula is entered.
The ability to automatically track the dynamic du-associations that currently
influence calculations, using a "probe" inserted into the evaluation engine.
A user-accessible facility for pronouncing outputs "validated" at any point
during program development, and the abilities both to determine the du-37
TestInputs Celldu-association coverage
la {a=1,
b=-3,c=2}
f(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,e),(d2,(e2,e3),d),(b2,f7,b)
(d2,e3,d),(a2,(f2,f4),a),(a2, 17,a),(d2,(f4,f7),d),(e3, f7,e)
lb {a=1,
b=-3,
c=2}
g(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),
(d2,(e2,e3),d), (d2,e3,d), (a2,(g2,g4),,a),(a2, g7,a)
(d2,(g4,g7),d),(b2,g7,b),(e3, g7,e)
2a {a=0, f(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(b2,(173,f5),b)
b=3,c=3} (d2,(e2,e3),d),(d2,e3,d), (a2,(f2,f3),a),(b2,f5,b),(c2,f5,c)j
2b {a=0, g(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(b2,(g3,g5),b),(c2,g5,c)
b=3,c=3} (d2,(e2,e3),d),(d2,e3,d),(a2,(g2,g3),a),(b2,g5,b)
3a.{a=0, b=0,f(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e4),d)
c=3} (d2,(e4,e5),d),(a2,(12,f3),a), (b2,(f3,f6),b)
3h{a=0, b=0,g(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d24e2,e4),d)
c=3} (d2,(e4,e5),d),(a2,(g2,g3),a);(b2,(g3,g6),b)
4a{a=1, b=1,f(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e4),d)
c=2} (d2,(e4,e6),d),(a2,(f2,f4),a), (d2,(f4,f8),d)
4h{a=1, b=1, jg(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c),(d2,(e2,e4),d)
c=2} (d2,(e4,e6),d);(a2,(g2,g4),a),(d2,(g4,g8);(1)
5a {a=1, f(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,c)
b=2, (d2,(e2,e4),d),(d2,(e4 ,e5),d),(a2,(f2,f4) ,a)
c=1} (d2,(f4,f7),d),(a2,f7,a),(b2,f7,b),(e5;f7,e)
5b {a=1, g(a2,d2,a),(b2,d2,b),(c2,d2,e)
b=2, (d2,(e2,e4),d),(d2,(e4,e5),d),(a2,(g2,g4),a)
c=1} (d2,(g4,g7),d),(a2,g7,a),(3.2,g7,b),(e5,g7,e)
TABLE 4.4: Du-validation adequate test suite for rootsolver.38
associations that should be considered exercised as a result of this validation
and to immediately communicate to the user how well exercised the visible
section of the program is.
The ability to determine the du-associations affected by a program change, and
immediately depict their altered validation status in the visible section of the
program.
The ability to recalculate du-associations and validation information when an
entire pre-existing program is loaded, or when a large portion of a program is
modified by a single user action.
We will discuss in detail how our methodology provides these functionalities to
form-based languages. We present the material in the context of a prototype im-
plemented within the Forms/3 programming environment. More detail about the
implementation is presented in Section 5.1 and the Appendix. Although thispro-
totype is for Forms/3, and examples are presented with Forms/3, the methodology
is not Forms/3-specific; it could be implemented, with appropriate substitutions for
user interface components, for other form-based visual programming languages. We
will use the example program Clock, discussed in Section 2.2, to illustrate our testing
methodology. Figure 4.4 shows Clock's CRG.
4.2.1Taskl: Collecting static du-associations.
Suppose that, starting with an empty form, the user begins to build the Clock
application by entering cells and formulas, reaching the state shown in Figure 4.5.
Assume for the moment that the user does not change any formulas, but simply
continues to add new ones. (We remove this restriction later.)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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FIGURE 4.4: Clock's cell relation graph.
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Because it would be expensive to exhaustively compute the du-associations for
the entire program after each new formula is added, we compute them incremen-
tally. Several algorithms for incremental computation of data dependencies exist for
imperative programs (e.g., [22, 26]), and we could adapt one of these algorithms to
our purpose. However, there are two attributes of form-based programming environ-
ments that allow a more efficient approach.
First, in non-recursive form-based languages, the syntax of cell formulas and the
fact that C can only be defined in its own formula ensure that every definition of C
reaches (statically) every use of C in the program. Second, in form-based program-
ming environments, the evaluation engine must be called following each formula edit
to keep the display up-to-date, visiting at least all cells that directly reference the40
minute
mInutexUaf (minute < 0)
then error
else (if (minute <= 15)
then minute
else (if (minute <- 45)
then (30minute)
else (if (minute <= 60)
then (minute - 60)
else error)))
minuteliandLine (3 * minutex)(3 * minutey)I
FIGURE 4.5: Clock at an early stage; part of the program has been entered.
new cell and all cells that are directly referenced by the new cell.* At this time,
the engine can record local definition-use information for the new cell, that is, the
definitions and uses that are explicit in the cell's formula. Together, these factsmean
that we can incrementally collect du-associations following the addition ofa cell C
by associating all definitions in C with all uses of C in cells that reference C, and
associating all definitions in cells that C references with all uses of those cells in C.
We can use a hash table to efficiently store the following data for each cell C:
C.CellsThatRef, the cells that reference C; C.CellsRefedBy, the cells that C ref-
* This is true for both eager and lazy form-based languages, because even if a cell's recalculation
can be deferred, it could have a cached value that must be marked "dirty" to indicate that it
is now invalid. Value caching is necessary for efficient display maintenance, and virtually all
form-based languages use it to varying extents.41
1.algorithm CollectAssoc(C)
2.for each cell D E C.CellsRefedBy do
3. for each definition d (of D) E D.LocalDefs do
4. for each use u of D E C.LocalUses do
5. C.DUA = C.DUA U {((d,u),false)}
6.for each cell D E C.CellsThatRef do
7. for each use u of C E D.LocalUses do
8. for each def d (of C) E C.LocalDefs do
9. D.DUA = D.DUA U {((d,u),false)}
FIGURE 4.6: Algorithm for collecting du-associations.
erences; C.LocalDef s, the local definitions in C's formula; C.LocalUses, the local
uses in C's formula; C.ValidatedlD and C.UnValidatedlD, integer flags whose use
is described later; C.DUA, a set of pairs (du-association, exercised) for each static
du-association (d, u) such that u is in C.LocalUses, and exercised is a boolean that
indicates whether that association has been exercised; C.Trace, which records dy-
namic trace information for C; and C.ValTab, which records validation status. It
is reasonable for the evaluation engine to provide the first four of these items, be-
cause they are already needed to efficiently update the display and cached value
statuses after each program edit. The remaining items are calculated by the testing
subsystem.
Algorithm CollectAssoc of Figure 4.6 is triggered when a new formula is added,
to collect new du-associations. Lines 25 collect du-associations involving uses in
C. Lines 69 collect du-associations involving referring cells' uses of C.
For example, referring back to Figure 4.5, suppose that the most recent formula
entered is that for cell minuteY. Note that its value is displayed, even though the42
program has not been completely entered; when the evaluation engine was triggered
to display this value, it collected C.CellsThatRef,C.CellsRefedBy, C.LocalDef s,
and C.LocalUses for minuteY (as it had previously done for the other cells on dis-
play when their formulas were entered). Called with cell minuteY, CollectAssoc
employs this information to collect six new du-associations, described using the node
numbers of Figure 4.4 as:(2,(19,20),minute), (2,(19,21),minute), (2,20,minute),
(2,21,minute), (20,50,minutey), and (21,50,minutey).
CollectAssoc runs in time O(udn), where n is the number of cells that directly
reference or are referenced by C, and u and d are the maximum number of uses
and definitions, respectively, in those cells. In practice, u and d are typically small,
bounded by the number of references in a single formulausually less than 10.
In this case the algorithm's time complexity is of the same order as the evaluation
engine's cell traversal needed to maintain a correct display and process cached values
when a new formula is addedthe event that triggers CollectAssoc.
4.2.2Task 2: Tracking dynamic du-associations.
To incrementally track du-associations that have been exercised, we simply insert
a probe into the evaluation engine. When cell C executes, this probe records the
execution trace on C's formula graph, storing it in C.Trace. For example, in the
case of Clock, at the moment depicted in Figure 4.5, the execution trace stored for
cell minut ey, described in terms of Figure 4.4's node numbers, is (18,19,20,22). If
the cell is subsequently reevaluated, the system replaces the old execution trace with
the new one. This approach functions for all varieties of evaluation engines: whether
the engine eagerly or lazily evaluates cells, following any input and any dependence-
preserving evaluation sequence, all cells have associated with them their most recent
execution trace.43
4.2.3Task 3: Pronouncing outputs "validated".
In this section, we show how the data collected in Tasks 1 and 2 can provide test
adequacy information to the user in a way that requires no understanding of formal
notions of testing, and uses visual devices to draw attention to untested sections of
the evolving program.
In the desktop clock programming scenario, suppose that the user looks at the
values displayed on the screen and decides that theminuteHandcell contains the
correct value. To document this fact, the user clicks on the validation tab in the
upper right corner of that cell. As Figure 4.7 shows, one immediately visible result
of this action is the appearance of a checkmark in the validation tab.If the user
enters another input in cellminute, minutelland'svalidation checkmark automati-
cally changes to a question mark (not shown in the figure), which means that the
current value has not been validated but some previously-displayed value has. (The
evaluation engine makes this change while visiting cells affected by the new input.)
The third possible appearance, a blank validation tab, means no validations have
been done since the last formula change to C or to a non-input cell affecting C.
Thus, the validation tab keeps the user apprised of which cells have been explicitly
validated and which have not, given the current collection of formulas.
A finer-grained device for communicating testing status involves test adequacy.
Whenever a du-association participates in the production of a validated value,we set
the exercised flag for that du-association (the second item of data kept for each du-
association in the .DU A set for the cell in whose formula the use occurs) to"true".
We then calculate the percentage of the du-associations, whose uses occur in the cell,
that have been exercised. We use this percentage to determine the cell's border color
on a continuum from red (untested) to blue (100% of the du-associations whose uses
occur in the cell have been exercised). (In this black-and-white paper, the continuum44
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FIGURE 4.7: The evolving Clock program at an early stage, after the minuteHand
cell has been validated.
is light gray to black.) With each validation that exercises a previously unexercised
du-association, the border becomes less red (darker in these figures), indicating a
greater degree of "testedness" for that cell. This visual feedback appears in all cells
that contributed to the computation of the value in the validated cell.
In the example shown in Figure 4.7, the computation of minuteHand's value
involves two of the four du-associations that end in minutey, two of the seven du-
associations that end in minuteHand, and four of the 13 du-associations that end in
minutex. Thus, after the user validates minuteHand, the cell borders are darkened
using these fractions. Input cells (those with constant formulas) are, by definition,
fully exercised.45
When borders are entirely blue, the user can see that each cell reference pattern
(du-association) has been tested (i.e., executed with validation) at least once. As the
figure shows, the user can also display arrows that show all the cell reference patterns
(du-associations) at the granularity of cells; to provide better information, we could
implement these arrows at the subexpression level with the same color scheme as the
borders, to explicitly identify which cell reference patterns still need to be tested.
Figure 4.8 displays our algorithm Validate, which is invoked when the user
pronounces a displayed value valid. The algorithm uses information about static and
dynamic du-associations, previously calculated and stored as discussed earlier, to
determine which du-associations participate in the production of C's current value,
and to update C's border. The algorithm then recursively does the same for each
referenced cell that has contributed to the computation).
In this algorithm, the use of ValidatedlD ensures that the algorithm terminates
in worst-case time proportional to the number of du-associations validated, rather
than to the size of the program. This is the same order as the cost of calculating
the cell's value, but the algorithm is not triggered at that time, so, unlike the other
algorithms we have presented, it is not masked by the cost of the evaluation process.
ValidatedlD is set to 0 when the programming environment is first activated. When
cells are created or added to the system, their .ValidatedlD fields are initialized
to 0. On each invocation of Validate, ValidatedlD is incremented (line 1). The
.ValidatedlD fields for all cells visited are assigned this value of ValidatedlD, which
prevents duplicate visits to the same cell.f
t A generalization of this algorithm related to the approach of [9] uses slicing algorithms to locate
the expressions that contribute to the computation of the validated output, and identifies the du-
associations involved in the computation from that slice. This generalized approach functions for
programs with recursion, iteration, and redefinitions of variables. For most form-based languages,
however, the more efficient Validate approach suffices.
t By using an integer rather than a boolean, and incrementing it on each invocation of the
algorithm, we avoid the need to initialize the flag for all cells in the program on each invocation.46
1.algorithm Validate(C)
2.ValidatedID =ValidatedID +1
3.C.ValTab = "checkmark"
4.VaiidateCell(C)
5.procedure ValidateCell(C)
6.C.ValidatedlD = ValidatedlD
i.foreach use u e C.Trace do
8. D = the cell referenced in u
9. d = the current definition of D found in D.Trace
10. C.DUA = C.DU AU{((d,u),true)} - {((d, u),false)}
11. if D.ValidatedID < ValidatedlDthen
1.2. ValidateCell(D)
13.UpdateBorder(C)
FIGURE 4.:8; Algorithm for updating test adequacy information followinga valida-
tion request,
The running time of Validate is bounded by the number of calls to VaiidateCen,
times the cost of each call. The number of callsto ValidateCellis bounded in
the worst-case by the number of cells in the program, but is proportional to the
number of cells that contribute to the current computation of the validated cellas
encoded in dynamic execution traces, which in many practical form-basedprograms
is much smaller than the total number of cells in the program. The cost ofa call to
ValidateCenis bounded by the number of uses that appear in a cell's execution
trace; although in the worst case this may equal the number of cells in theprogram
it too is typically bounded by a small integer.
4.2.4Task 4: Adjusting test adequacy information.
So far, we have focused on how form-based programming environmentscan handle
cell formulas as they are added to a form-basedprogram. We now consider the other
We assume that ValidatedlD will not overflow, to simplify the presentation.47
basic edits possible with form-based programs, namely, deletinga cell or changing a
cell's formula. Changes to an input cell's formula have already been handled, and
deletion of a cell is equivalent to modifying that cell's formula to BLANK. Thus,we
need only consider modifications to non-constant formulas.
Suppose that the user has done quite a bit of testing, and has discovereda fault
that requires a formula modification with far-reachingconsequences. The user may
believe that the program is still fairly well tested, and not realize the extentto
which the modification invalidates previous testing. This lack ofawareness about
the potential effects of changes may be an important factor in the overconfidence
users exhibit about their form-based programs.
To address this lack of awareness, the system must immediately reflect thenew
test adequacy status of the program whenever a cell is modified.§ To accomplish this,
the system must (1) update C's static and dynamic du-associations, and (2) update
the exercised flags on all du-associations thatmay be affected by the modification,
allowing calculation and display of new border colors to reflect thenew "testedness"
of affected cells. We must also adjust validation tab statuseson visited cells, changing
all checlanarlcs and questionmarks to questionmarks if the cell retainsany exercised
du-associations after affected associations have been reset,or to blank if all the cell's
exercised flags are now unset.For example, in the completed Clock program, if
the user changes cell minutex's formula, then the du-associations involvingminutex,
and the validation statuses for minutex, minuteHand, and theClock must all be
reinitialized.
§ In this context, the problem of interactive, incremental testing of form-basedprograms resem-
bles the problem of regression testing imperative programs, andwe could adapt techniques for
incremental dataflow analysis (e.g., [22, 26]) and incremental dataflow testing (e.g. [14, 15, 29] of
imperative programs to generalize this approach. This generalized approach applies toprograms
in which cell references are recursive or in which formulas contain iterationor redefinitions of
variables. For most form-based languages, however, the simpler approach thatwe present here
suffices.48
Our methodology handles item (2) first, removing the old information before
adding the new. Let C be the modified cell. We use a conservative approach that re-
cursively visits affected cells. The algorithm,UnValidate,given in Figure 4.9, is sim-
ilar toValidate,but instead of using dynamic information to walk backward through
the program, it uses static information to walk forward. As the algorithm walks for-
ward, it changes the exercised flag on each previously exercised du-association it
encounters to"f alse",and keeps track of each cell visited in Af f Cells. On finish-
ing the work for all the cells, the algorithm updates the border color and validation
tab for each cell in Af f Cell.
At this point, the static and dynamic du-associations stored with C can be
updated.First, all stored static du-associations involving C are deleted; the en-
vironment can find these easily in the information stored for C and for cells in
C.CellsThatRef and just delete them; this removal also guarantees that du-associations
that end in C are no longer marked "exercised."Having removed the old du-
associations, we need only re-invokeCollectAssocas described in Section 4.2.1
to add new associations. Finally, stored execution traces are automatically updated
via the evaluation engine as described earlier.
As was the case with Tasks 1 and 2, the cell visits required byUnValidateare
already required for display and value cache maintenance; therefore the time cost
of the algorithm increases only by a constant factor the cost of other work being
performed by the environment when a formula is edited.
4.2.5Task 5: Batch computation of information.
Test information can be saved when a program is saved; then, when the program
is reloaded for further development, it is not necessary to exhaustively reanalyze it.
There are some circumstances, however, in which it may be necessary to calculate49
1.algorithmUnValidate(C)
2.Af f Cells =
3.UnValidatedID = UnValidatedlD + 1
4.UnValidateCell(C)
5.for each cell DEAf fCells do
6. UpdateBorder(D)
7. UpdateValTab(D)
8.procedureUnValidateCell(C)
9.C.UnValidatedlD = UnValidatedID
10.Al fCells = Af f Cells U C
11.for each cell DEC.CellsThatRef do
12.for each definition d (of C) in C do
13. for each((d,u),true) ED.DUA do
14. D.DUA = D.DUAU{((d,u),false)}{((d, u),true)}
15.if D.UnValidatedlD < UnValidatedlD then
16. UnValidateCell(D)
FIGURE 4.9: Algorithm for updating test adequacy information following a modifi-
cation.
static definition-use information for a whole program or section of a programfor
example, if the user does a block copy/paste of cells, or imports a program from
another environment that does not accumulate necessary data. One possible response
to such an action is to iteratively call the algorithms presented so farwhich are
written for single cell changesfor each new, modified or deleted cell in the new
program section. Although we do not present it here, a more efficient algorithm takes
an entire set of cells as input, and makes passes over this set to update information
on du-associations and validation status.50
Chapter 5
IMPLEMENTATION AND EMPIRICAL STUDY
5.1Implementation
As mentioned and illustrated in the previous chapter, we have implemented a proto-
type of our testing methodology within the Forms/3 programming environment. Our
prototype incorporates all of the algorithms described in this paper except for that
of Figure 4.9.* The screen shots used in this paper are from this prototype. This
prototype is useful as a means for illustrating our testing methodology, but more
importantly, it facilitates empirical studies of the methodology. In this chapter, we
briefly overview the implementation of our prototype, then, we discuss our empirical
study and results.
5.1.1General environment
The Forms/3 programming language and environment runs on UNIX, and is imple-
mented in Lucid Common LISP; its user interface is implemented using the GARNET
graphical toolkit [13], which supplies an object-oriented graphics system anda set of
techniques to specify an object's interactive behavior in response to input devices.
Our implementation is integrated within this LISP and GARNET environment.
* The author implemented all algorithms; however, the user interface for this prototype was
implemented by Christopher Dupuis.51
5.1.2Primary data structures
In Section 4.2, we described the main functionalities of our testing methodology. Two
primary requirements to implement the functionalities are the ability to calculate
static du-associations and the ability to track dynamic du-associations.
Our implementation utilizes two basic data structures, DefTable and DUpairTable,
to keep and update both static and dynamic du-association information. These struc-
tures are implemented as hash tables because hash tables support efficent searching
and because our LISP version provides hash tables as a basic data type.
Each cell has an entry in DefTable, in which the cell ID serves as key. Each
table entry is associated with a structure containing two fields: static-definition and
dynamic-definition. A static definition is set whenever a new formula is added or a
formula is modified. A dynamic definition is updated whenever this cell's formula is
evaluated. A probe is inserted into the Forms/3 evaluation engine to track dynamic
definitions.
Using DefTable, du-associations can be calculated by pairing each cell's defini-
tions with each place the cell is referenced. Each du-association has an entry in DU-
pairTable, in which the du-association serves as key. Each table entry is associated
with a status field. Initially all du-associations' statuses are set to "F". Whenever a
user indicates that an output is "valid", the validation-backtracking algorithm sets
the status of the du-associations that contributed to the validated output to "T".
5.1.3Main modules
The main modules utilized in our prototype include the following:
DefTable functionalities. Save all cells' static definitions and maintain their
dynamic definitions.52
DUpairTable functionalities. Save all du-associations and maintain their status.
Static du-association collection. Statically parse a cell's formula to determine
all definitions for that cell.
Dynamic du-association tracking.Dynamically track a cell's execution and
keep that cell's current definition for that execution.
Validation-backtracking.Pronounce a cell's output "valid", and from that
cell, determine and mark all the du-associations that contributed to that cell's
validated output.
Source code for main modules is listed in the Appendix.
5.2Empirical study
We have used our prototype to perform an empirical study of the effectiveness ofour
technique at detecting faults. This is a fundamental topic of study; ifour technique
does not detect faults effectively in practice, there may beno reason to pursue it
further.
5.2.1Objectives
The primary objective of our study was to measure the effectiveness of du-adequate
test suites in detecting faults in form-based programs. A secondary objectivewas
to investigate the degree to which form-based programs contain nonexecutable du-
associations.
5.2.2Experimental design
The design of this study was partially patterned after the design ofa study of im-
perative program testing reported in [17].53
Program ExprD UAVer
Pool
Size
Dtctn
Ratio
Suite
Size
Clock 33 64 7250 .24 11.3
Digits 35 89 10230 .0922.7
Fit Machine33 121 11367 .18 30.2
Grades 61 55 10 80 .10 9.8
Micro Gen 16 31 10170 .09 10.4
Sales 30 28 9 176 .17 10.4
Solution 20 32 11 99 .12 12.0
Time Card 33 92 8240 .12 16.7
average 33 64 10202 .14 15.4
TABLE 5.1: Data about experimental subjects.
For our study, we obtained eight Forms/3 programs. Table 5.1 lists details about
these subjects. In the table, we include (from left to right) program name, number
of expressions in the program, number of du-associations in the program, number
of faulty versions, size of test pool, fault detection ratio, and average size of du-
adequate test suites for the program. Three of the programs (Time Card, Grades, and
Sales) are typical of spreadsheet programs, and the others are typical of form-based
programs written in research languages: two are simple simulations (Fit Machine and
Micro Gen), one a graphical desktop clock (Clock), one a number-to-digits splitter
(Digits), and the last a quadratic equation solver (Solution).
To investigate the fault-detection effectiveness of our testing methodology, we
asked seven users experienced with Forms/3 and/or commercial spreadsheets to in-
sert faults into our subject programs which, in their experience, are representative
of faults found in Forms/3 programs or in spreadsheets.54
The author, as a tester who had no knowledge of these specific faults, generated
a pool of tests for each of the base versions of the subject programs.For each
base program, the author first created tests of program functionality. Then the
author executed these tests on the base program to determine whether together they
exercised all executable du-associations in the program, and generated additional
tests to ensure that each executable du-association in the program was exercised by
at least 5 tests in the test pool. The author also verified that for all tests, validated
cells in the base version produced correct values.
We used these test pools to create du-adequate test suites for our programs. To
do this, we first determined, for each test t in the test pool, the du-associations
exercised by t. We then created test suites by randomly selecting a test, adding it
to the test suite only if it added to the cumulative coverage achieved by tests in that
suite thus far, and repeating this step until coverage was du-adequate. Because there
may be a variety of inputs to a program by which a given du-association is exercised,
distinct du-adequate test suites may differ in terms of their ability to reveal faults.
Thus, for our study, we required a variety of du-validation-adequate test suites. We
generated between 10 and 15 distinct du-validation-adequate test suites for each of
our subject programs; Table 5.1 lists the average sizes of these test suites.
To measure the relative difficulty of detecting our faults, we determined their
detection ratios. The detection ratio for a fault f relative to test suite T is the
percentage of tests in T that reveal f.We measured the detection ratios of our
faults relative to our test pools; Table 5.1 shows the average ratios over all faults for
each program. A ratio of .14 means that drawing a test at random from a test suite
has a 14% chance of revealing a particular fault. Thus, the detection ratios shown
reflect the average likelihood of revealing a given fault in P by randomly selectinga
test from S. Of the 76 faults, 64 (84%) were detected by fewer than 25% of the tests in55
the pools, 11 (14%) were detected by between 25% and 50% of the tests in the pools,
and only one was detected by more than 50% of the tests in the pools. The average
detection ratios for each program over its set of faulty versions ranged from .09 to
.24; the overall average detection ratio was .14. Previous studies of fault-detection
for imperative programs [17, 37] represent the set of faults detected by fewer than
25% of the tests (Quartile I faults) as "relatively difficult to detect"; the faults in
our programs are predominantly Quartile I faults. This is important, because if our
faults were relatively easy to detect, it could be difficult to determine whether fault
detection results achieved in our study were due to our testing methodology.
Because the base version was known to produce correct output, and because only
a single fault was inserted in each faulty version, we could determine whether a fault
had been revealed in a modified version P' by a test suite T simply by comparing
the validated output of .13' (the output which, for that test, was confirmed by the
tester to be correct) for each test t in T with the validated output of P on t. Thus,
to obtain fault detection results, for each base version P, with its faulty versions
P1Pk and universe U of test suites, for each test suite T in U, we:
1. ran all tests in T on P, saving outputs,
2. for each modified version Pi of P:
(a) ran all tests in T on Pi, saving outputs,
(b) recorded T as fault-revealing for Pi if and only if the output of the vali-
dated cell for some test t in T executed on Pi differed from the output of
that cell when t was executed on P.
To build our experimental infrastructure, and to partially automate our testing
procedure, we developed the following tools, as C program or Unix scripts:56
progGenRead from a file listing test inputs for program P, and generatea lisp
file that runs those tests on P in Forms/3.
coverageRead a generated status file, and reportcoverage information, in-
cluding how many times each du-association has been exercised, and thepercentage
of du-associations exercised.
makesuiteSelect a du-validation-adequate test suite from the test pool.
makemanyRandomly create as many du-validation-adequate test suiteas re-
quested, and make sure no two test suitesare identical.
detectorCompare the output of a correct version ofa form-based program
with the output of a faulty version of thatprogram on the same set of tests and
report any differences.
solmatrixGenerate a matrix which shows, for each test suite and each faulty
version, how many inputs in that test suite reveal the fault in the faulty version.
5.2.3Data and analysis
Figure 5.1 digplays the fault detection data obtained inour study. The figure shows,
for each program, the percentage of faults detected by the du-validation-adequate
test suites. Results for each program are depicted bya box plota standard sta-
tistical device for representing data sets [18]. Dashed crossbarsrepresent median
percentages of faults detected over the set of test suites for theprogram. The boxes
show the ranges of percentages in which half of the fault detectionresults occurred
(the interquartile range). Thisrange may be evenly partitioned by the crossbar, in-
dicating an even distribution of the data in the interquartilerange about the median.
Alternatively, the data may be skewed toone side of the crossbar, indicating an un-
even distribution. In yet other cases, only the crossbar appears, indicating that the
box has length 0: at least half of the resultswere equivalent to the median result.10
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FIGURE 5.1: Faults detected by the du-validation-adequate test suites.
The whiskers that extend below and above boxes indicate ranges over which the
lower 25% and upper 25% of the data, respectively, occurred. Consider, for example,
the boxplot for Digits. This plot shows that the median test selection for Digits
occurred at 81%, with half of the fault detection results evenly distributed between
70% and 90%, and with overall results ranging from 50% to 100%.
The overall average (mean) percentage of faults detected for all programs, faulty
versions, and test suites in our study was 81%. Fault detection varied acrosspro-
grams, but in all but one case (on two versions of TimeCard) exceeded 50%.58
Although differences in experimental instrumentation make comparisons difficult,
this fault-detection effectiveness is comparable to or better than the effectiveness
demonstrated by the all-uses criterion in studies of imperative programs [10, 17, 25,
36, 37]. For example, in [17] the average fault detection effectiveness reported for
Quartile I faults was less than 50%, and the effectiveness observed for 95% all-uses-
adequate test suites in [37], where easier-to-detect faults (only 40% in Quartile I)
were utilized, ranged from 51% to 92%.
These results are encouraging, but a few caveats are in order. Our subject pro-
grams are not large, and we have no data to show that they are representative of
a larger class of form-based visual programs. Also, although our faulty versions in-
volve manually-seeded faults created by experienced users, we cannot substantiate
that these faults represent faults that occur in practice.Finally, we do not claim
that the particular values in our test suites are representative of those that would be
entered as inputs by typical users of form-based languages.
One cost factor associated with dataflow testing involves nonexecutable du-associations,
which no inputs can exercise, but which are recognized by the testing system's static
analysis. We had hypothesized in [31] that for form-based programs, the incidence of
such associations would be lower than for imperative programs. To test this hypoth-
esis, we counted the nonexecutable du-associations in each of our subject programs.
Table 5.2 displays our results.
We discovered that on average, 11.65% of the du-associations calculated by our
algorithms for our programs were nonexecutable. This rate is lower than the average
rates of 26% and 27% observed in two studies of imperative programs reported in
[36].Nevertheless, the presence of these associations could be difficult to explain
to users. On inspecting the nonexecutable associations in our programs, however,59
Program DUAs.
Non-Exe.
DUAs.
Pct.
Non-Ere.
Clock 64 9 15.1
Digits 89 28 31.5
Fit Machine 121 24 19.8
Grades 55 0 0.0
Micro Gen 31 3 9.7
Sales 28 0 0.0
Solution 32 2 6.2
Time Card 92 10 10.9
TABLE 5.2: Nonexecutable du-associations.
we discovered that they could all be relatively easily determined by inspection to
be nonexecutable, because of the presence of explicit contradictory conditions in
defining and using cell formulas. Future work will consider whether techniques for
determining (approximately) path feasibility (e.g.[7]) can operate cost-effectively
behind the scenes to address this problem.60
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
Due to the popularity of commercial spreadsheets, form-based visual languages
are being used to produce software that influences important decisions. Furthermore,
the use of this paradigm is likely to continue to grow, due to recent advances from
the research community that expand its capabilities. We believe that the fact that
such a widely-used and growing class of software often has faults should not be taken
lightly.
To address this issue, we have developed a methodology that brings some of the
benefits of formal testing to this class of software. Key to its appropriateness for the
form-based paradigm are the following four features:
Our methodology accommodates the dependence-driven evaluation model, and
is compatible with evaluation engine optimizations, such as varying evaluation
orders and value caching schemes.
Our collection of algorithms is logically structured such that their work can be
performed incrementally, and hence can be tightly integrated with the highly
interactive environments that characterize form-based visual programming.
Our algorithms are reasonably efficient given their context, because the triggers
that require immediate response from most of the algorithms, also require
immediate response to handle display and/or value cache maintenance, and
the same data structures must be traversed in both cases. The only algorithm61
adding more than a constant factor is Validate, whose cost is thesame order
as the cost of recalculating the cell being validated.
Our methodology requires no knowledge of testing theory.Instead, the al-
gorithms track the "testedness" of the program incrementally, anduse visual
devices to call attention to insufficiently tested interactions. Thus,we believe
our testing methodology is appropriate for use by a wide range of programmers,
including the many end users who use spreadsheets.
Our empirical results suggest that in practice, our methodologycan achieve fault
detection results at least comparable to the results achieved by analogous techniques
for testing imperative programs. These results are important, because they imply
that the potential benefit of this approach to form-basedusers may be substantial.62
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APPENDIX66
Appendix
MAIN SOURCE CODE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
;;;;DefTable utilities
(defun make-DefTable ( &key size)
(if size (make-hash-table :size size :test 'equalp)
(make-hash-table :test 'equalp)))
;;;;Given Infotype(static-def or dynamic-def) and formcell
;;;;return the found list or nil if not found
(defun DefTable-find (Infotype formName formcell)
(let* ( (is-static-defs (eql InfoType :static-def))
(is-dynamic-def (eql InfoType :dynamic-def))
(cond
((and (eql is-static-defs nil)
(eql is-dynamic-def nil))
(format t "illegal type information"))
(t (setf result (gethash formcell (displayable-defTable
(formtable-find formName))))
(if result
(cond (is-static-defs (def-header-static-defs result))
(is-dynamic-def (def-header-dynamic-def result)))
)
)
;;; Add information to DefTable, replacing the old information
;;;
(defun DefTable-add (InfoType formName formcell Info)
(let ( (is-static-defs (eql InfoType :static-def))
(is-dynamic-def (eql InfoType :dynamic-def))
(DefTable (displayable -def Table (formtable-find formName)))
(cond
((and (eql is-static-defs nil)
(eql is-dynamic-def nil))
(format t "illegal type information"))
(t (setf result (gethash formcell DefTable))
(if result
;;; cell has a DUheader
(progn
(cond (is-static-defs
(setf (def-header-static-defs result) Info))67
(is-dynamic-def
(setf (def-header-dynamic-def result) Info)))
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable) result)
;;;else
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable)
(cond (is-static-defs
(make-def-header :static -defy Info))
(is-dynamic-def
(make-def-header :dynamic-def Info)))) );if
)
);;cond
);;;let
;;; Append information to the old information in
;;; the DefTable
(defun DefTable-append (InfoType formName formcell Info)
(let((is-static-defs (eql InfoType :static-def))
(is-dynamic-def (eql InfoType :dynamic-def))
(DefTable (diEplayable-defTable (fcrmtable -find formName)))
)
(cond
((and (eql is-static-defs nil)
(eql is-dynamic-def nil))
(format t "illegal type information"))
(t (setf result (gethash formcell DefTable))
(if result
formcell has a DUheader
(cond
(is-static-defs
(progn (if (def-header-static-defs result)
(setf (def-header-static-defs result)
(append (def-header-static-defs result) Info)
(setf (def-header-static-defs result) Info))
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable) result)
))
(is-dynamic-clef (progn (if (def-header-dynamic-def result)
(setf (def-header-dynamic-def result)
(append (def-header-dynamic-def result) Info))
(setf (def-header-dynamic-def result) Info))
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable) result))
);;cond
;;;else
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable)
(cond (is-static-defs
(make-def-header :static-defs Info))
(is-dynamic-def
(make def- hea.der :dynamic-def Info)))) );if
)
);;cond
);;;let68
;;; Delete the information in the DefTable given cell and InfoType.
;;;
(defun DefTable-delete (InfoType formName formcell)
(let* ( (is-static-defs (eql InfoType :static-def))
(is-dynamic-def (eql InfoType :dynamic-def))
(DefTable (displayable -def Table (formtable-find formName)))
(setfresult (gethash formcell DefTable))
(if result
(progn
(cond (is-static-defs (setf (def-header-static-defs result)
nil ))
(is-dynamic-def (setf (def-header-dynamic-def result)
nil ))
(setf (gethash formcell DefTable) result)
nil
);;If
);;Let
;;;; Clear all entry in DefTable
(defun DefTable-clear (formName)
(setf DefTable (displayable-defTable (formtable-find formName)))
(clrhash DefTable)
DefTable
;;; Displays all the entries in a form's DefTable, used for debugging.
(defun DefTable-list (formName)
(setf DefTable (displayable -def Table (formtable-find formName)))
(format t " "' /,Total number of hash table entries = -a-%"
(hash-table-count DefTable))
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(progn
(format t "-%-a :-a static-defs and -a dynamic-def-%"
key
(length (def-header-static-defs val))
(length (def-header-dynamic-def val)))
(format t "static-defs :-%")
(if (eql 0 (length (def-header-static-defs val)))
(format t " NONE-%")
(dolist (sdef (def-header-static-defs val))
(format t " -a-%" sdef)))
(format t "Dynamic-def :-%")
(if (eql 0 (length (def-header-dynamic-def val)))
(format t " NONE /. ")
(dolist (ddef (def-header-dynamic-def val))
(format t " -a-%" ddef)))))
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;;; Given a fom, find out.all its cells' static
;;;; definitions and save them
;;;into the DefTable
(defun DefTable-add-static-defs (form)
(maphash #'(lambda (cellID value)
(get-all-static-defs cellID form)
);;lambda
(displayable-celltable (formtable-find form)))
(DefTable-AddSingleStaticToDynamic form)
);;enddefun
;;;; DUpairTable utilities
'Off
(defun make-DUpairTable (&key size)
(if size (make-hash-table :size size :test #'equalp)
(make-hash-table :test #'equalp)))
;;;; Add a du pair to a form's DUpair table
(defun DUpairTable-add (DUpair formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(setf result (gethash DUpair DUpairTable))
(if result
nil
(setf (gethash DUpair DUpairTable)
(make-du-header :status nil)
)
;;;; set DUpair status to be T. used in validation-backtracking
;;;;
(defun DUpairTable-mark (DUpair formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(setf result (gethash DUpair DUpairTable))
(if result
(progn
(setf (du-header-status result) t)
(setf (gethash DUpair DUpairTable) result)
);progn
);if
;;;; set all du pairs in DUpairTable to be nil status.
PP,'
(defun DUpairTable-unmarkall (formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(setf (du-header-status val) nil)
DUpairTable)70
)
clear all entries in DUpairTable
(defun DUpairTable -clear (formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable DUpairTable
(formtable -find formName)))
(clrhash DUpairTable)
DUpairTable
)
;;;; Display all marked du pairs in DUpairTable
(defun DUpairTable-list-marked (formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(format t "Marked DU pairs: -%")
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(if (du-header-status val)
(format t "-% -a -%" key)
))
DUpairTable)
)
;;;; Display all unmarked du pairs in DUpairTable
(defun DUpairTable-list-unmarked (formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(format t "Unmarked DU pairs: -%")
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(if (du-header-status val)
nil.
(format t "-% -a -%" key)
))
DUpairTable)
)
;;;; Display all du pairs in DUpairTable
;;;;
(defun DUpairTable-list (formName)
(setf DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(format t "%Total number of hash table entries = -a-%"
(hash-table-count
DUpairTable))
(format t " DUpair: Status:-%")
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(format t "-%-a :-a-%" key
(du-header-status val)
))
DUpairTable)
)
;;;; A list of two elements is return.71
;;;; The first element shows the total
;;;; number of DUpairs that the given formcell
;;;; is the use.
;;;; The second element shows the number
;;;; of marked DUpairs that the given formcell
;;;; is the use
(defun DUPairTable-cellsIn (formName formcell)
(let ( (inTotal 0)
(inMarked 0)
(DUpairTable (displayable-DUpairTable
(formtable-find formName)))
(maphash #'(lambda (key val)
(if (equalp formcell (third key))
(progn
(setf inTotal (+ inTotal 1))
(if (du-header-status val)
(setf inMarked (+ inMarked 1))
))
DUpairTable)
(list inTotal inMarked)
;;;; Given a form, build its DUpairTable.
;;;; Main function to add all the form's DU pairs into DUpairTable
(defun DU-add-pairs (form)
( maphash #'(lambda (cellID value)
(if-cellID
(get-all-dupairs cellID form)
nil
)) ;;lambda
(displayable-celltable (formtable-find form)))
;;;;given a cell, get all its static definitions
(defun get-all-static-defs (cellID form)
(let* (
(alist ;; a list of nested if-then-else structure
(parse-if-then-else
(read-from-string
(parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp ;;; unparse parsed string
(displayable-generalFormula
(displayable-getCell form cellID))
(formtable-find form)))
))))
(setf formcell (format nil "ara" form cellID))
(setf aStack nil)
(if (listp alist)
(get-defs alist formcell))
);;let*
;;;; given a cell, calculate all its DU pair
;;;; and save them into DUpairTable.
(defun get-all-dupairs (cellID form)
(let* ((cellEntry nil)
(alist (parse-if-then-else
(read-from-string
(parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp
(displayable-generalFormula
(displayable-getCell form cellID))
(formtable-find form)))
)))
(setf cellEntry (format nil "are form cellID))
(setf aStack nil)
(if (listp alist)
(get-dus alist cellEntry)
;;;; Calculate a cell's static defintions and save
;;;; into DefTable whenever a new one is found
;;;; a defintion is a path from the root to an end node.
;;;; aStack is used to keep path
;;;; alist is a nested if-then-else structure list
(defun get-defs (alist formcell)
(let* (.
(condition (car alist))
(Tpart (second alist))
(Fpart (third alist))
(formName (parse-isolate-formName formcell))
)
(cond
( (eq condition nil)
(progn
(if (listp Tpart)
(push Tpart aStack)
(push (list Tpart) aStack))
;; save into table when a new path is found
(DefTable-append :static-def formName
formcell (list (reverse aStack)))
(pop aStack)
);;progn
);;nil condition
(t (progn
(push condition aStack)
(push 'T aStack) ;;; Take true path
(get-defs Tpart formcell) ;; call recursively
(pop aStack)
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(push 'F aStack) ;;; Take false path
(get-defs Fpart formcell);; call recursively
(pop aStack)
(pop aStack)
);;progn
); ;t
);;end cond
);; end let*
;;; given a cell's formula list, find out all the cells referenced there
;;; A list of referenced foriacellIDis returned
(defun get-uses (alist)
(let* ( (formpart nil)
(cellpart nil)
(cellIDnil)
(formcelllD nil)
(if (listp alist)
(dolist (asub alist)
(progn
(if (listp asub)
(get-uses asub)
(if (symbolp asub)
(progn
(setf formpart
(parse-isolate-formName (string asub)))
(if formpart
;; is cell name.
(progn
(setf cellpart
(subseq (string asub) (+ (length formpart) 1)))
(if (gethash (read-from-string cellpart)
(displayable-cellTable
(formtable-find formpart)))
;; cellpart is cellID
(setf cellID cellpart)
;; cellpart is cell Name, get cellID
(setf cellID (car
(gethash cellpart
(displayable-nameTable
(formtable-find formpart))
))));;endif
(setf formcelllD
(format nil "-ara" formpart cellID))
(setf uses (append uses (list formcelllD)))
);;end progn
);;end if
);;end progn
);;end if
);;end if
);;end progn
);;dolist
;;else
(if (symbolp alist)74
(progn
(setf formpart (parse-isolate-formName (string alist)))
(if formpart
;; is a cell
(progn
(setf cellpart
(subseq (string alist) (+ (length formpart) 1)))
(if (gethash cellpart
;; cellpart is cellID
(displayable-cellTable
(formtable-find formpart)) )
(setf cellID cellpart)
;; cellpart is cell Name, get cellID
(setf cellID (car
(gethash cellpart
(displayable-nameTable
(formtable-find formpart))))));;end if
(setf formcelllD (format nil "-ara" formpart cellID))
(setf uses (append uses (list formcellID)))
);:end progn
);;end if
);;progn
);;if
):;if
uses
;;; return its static-defintion if it's a cell
;;; otherwise return nil
(defun get-cell-definitions (name)
(setf formName (parse-isolate-formName name))
(if (stringp name)
(DefTabie -find :static-def formName name)
(if (symbolp name)
(DefTable-find :static-def formName (symbol-name name)))
;;; calculate a cell's all DUpairs and
;;; save them into DUpairTable
(defun get-dus (alist formcell)
(let* (
(condition (car alist))
(Tpart (second alist))
(Fpart (third alist))
(formName (parse-isolate-formName formcell))
(cond
((eq condition nil)
(if (not (equalp Tpart nil))
(progn
(if (not (listp Tpart))
(push (list Tpart) aStack)
;; to match single cell Ref
(push Tpart aStack)75
);;if
(setf uses nil)
(dolist (cellUsed (get-uses Tpart)) ;;; get uses
(progn
(dolist
(defs (get-cell-definitions cellUsed)) ;;; get defs
(DUpairTable-add
(list cellUsed defs (read-from-string formcell)
(reverse aStack)) formName)) ;;; pair Def-use
);progn
(pop aStack)
);progn
);if
); nil condition
(t (progn
(push condition aStack)
(push 'T aStack) ;;;; take True path
(setf uses nil)
(dolist (cellUsed (get-uses condition)) ;;; get uses
(progn
(dolist
(defs (get-cell-definitions cellUsed)) ;;; get defs
(DUpairTable-add
(list cellUsed defs (read-from-string formcell)
(reverse aStack)) formName));;; pair def-use
);;progn
);;dolist
(get-dus Tpart formcell)
(pop aStack)
(push 'F aStack) ;;; take False path
(setf uses nil)
(dolist (cellUsed (get-uses condition));;; get uses
(progn
(dolist
(defs (get-cell-definitions cellUsed));;;. get defs
(DUpairTable-add
(list cellUsed defs (read-from-string formcell)
(reverse aStack)) formName)) ;;; pair def-use
);;progn
);;dolist
(get-dus Fpart formcell)
(pop aStack)
(pop aStack)
); progn
); t
);cond
);let
);defun
;;;;Take a list of expression from a cell's formula string,
;;;;Convert it to a if-then-else list, which is a three
11,1elements list, the first element is IF-part, which is76
;;;;a condition expression, the second is THEN-part, the third
;;;;is ELSE-part, THEN-part and ELSE-part can be expression
;;;;or if-then-else list.
(defun parse-if-then-else (anExp)
(let ( (tempLength (if (listp anExp) (length anExp) 1))
(cond
;;empty expression
((null anExp)
(list nil 'I nil))
;;singleton
((atom anExp)
(list nil anExp nil))
( (and (listp anExp) (not (eq (car anExp) 'if)))
(list nil anExp nil))
;;;if-then-else
(
(and (eq (car anExp) 'if)
(eq (third anExp) 'then))
(cond
((= tempLength 4) ;;; else-less
(list (second anExp)
(parse-if-then-else (fourth anExp))
((and (= tempLength 6) (eq (fifth anExp) 'else))
;;; if-then-else complete
(list (second anExp)
(parse-if-then-else (fourth anExp))
(parse-if-then-else (sixth anExp)))
(t(list 'Error))
)
)
Source code is inserted in some parts of Forms/3's evaluation engine,
mainly in formsIf and Same as functions.
Now they are like following:
(defun formsIf (arg-list form cell seeTime &key debug)
(let* ((ans $alloValueDycon) (defTime seeTime)
(expireTime (time-addOne seeTime)) (termTime nil)
(Aref (car arg-list))
(Aans nil) (AdefTime nil) (AexpireTime nil) (AtermTime nil)
(Bref (cadr arg-list))
(Bans nil) (BdefTime nil) (BexpireTime nil) (BtermTime nil)
(Cref (caddr arg-list))
(Cans nil) (CdefTime nil) (CexpireTime nil) (CtermTime nil)
(celllD(displayable-id cell)) (cellEntry nil)
(formName (displayable-name form))
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(setf cellEntry (format nil "a)Ya" (displayable-name form) cellID))
(multiple-value-setq (Aans AdefTime AexpireTime AtermTime)
(arg-process Aref cell form seeTime :debug debug))
(cond ((or (null Aans) (typep Aans 'noValueDycon))
(multiple-value-setq (ans defTime expireTime termTime)
(values $alloValueDycon AdefTime AexpireTime AtermTime)))
;; condition is true -- return the 'then' arg
((equalp (intrinsic-value Aans)
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Aref form))) 'T))
(cond ((listp Bref)
(if (equalp (car Bref) 'if)
nil
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Bref form))))))
(t
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Bref form)))))
)) ;;end cond
(multiple-value-setq (Bans BdefTime BexpireTime BtermTime)
(arg-process Bref cell form seeTime :debug debug))
(multiple-value-setq Cans defTime expireTime termTime)
(values Bans
(timeMax AdefTime BdefTime)
(timeMin AexpireTime BexpireTime)
(if (and AtermTime BtermTime
(time= AtermTime AdefTime))
(timeMax AtermTlme BtermTime)
nil)))
;; condition is false return the 'else' arg (if it exists)
((equalp (intrinsic-value Aans) nil)
(if Cref
(progn
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Aref form))) 'F))
(cond
((listp Cref)
(if (equalp (car Cref) 'if)
nil
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Cref form)))))
));; end listp
(t78
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Cref form)))))
);;endt
);; end cond
(multiple-value-setq (Cans CdefTime CexpireTime CtermTime)
(arg-process Cref cell form seeTime :debug debug))
(multiple-value-setq (ans defTime expireTime termTime)
(values Cans
(timeMax AdefTime CdefTime)
(timeMin AexpireTime CexpireTime)
(if (and AtermTime CtermTime
(time= AtermTime AdefTime))
(timeMax AtermTime CtermTime)
nil)))) ;end progn, if
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def formName cellEntry
(list (read-from-string (parse-prepare-string
(unparse-exp Aref form))) 'F))
);; if
;; condition is neither true, false, nor missing error
( t
(cond
((typep Aans 'errorDycon)
(multiple-value-setq (ans defTime expireTime termTime)
(values Aans AdefTime AexpireTime AtermTime)))
(t
(multiple-value-setq (ans defTime expireTime termTime)
(values $aTypeErrorDycon AdefTime AexpireTime AtermTime)))))
);end cond
(values ans defTime expireTime termTime)
)) ;end let, defun Formslf
(defun <- (listofx form cell seeTime &key debug)
(let* ((x (car listofx))
(cellID (displayable-id cell))
(cellEntry nil)
(formName (displayable-name form))
(progn
(if (not (equalp formName "System"))
(progn
(setf cellEntry (format nil ""ara" formName cellID))
(DefTable-append :dynamic-def
formName cellEntry (list (list x)))
);;progn
);;if
(arg-process x cell form seeTime :debug debug)
);;progn
) )79
;;;; Main function to do validation backtracking
;;;; set up the environment and invoke validation
;;;; algorithm
(defun vb (formName cellID)
(DefTable-AddSingleStaticToDynamic formName)
;; check if dynamic-def all available.
(DUpairTable-unmarkall formName)
;; clear all the marked status
(if (equalp $CurrentVisitedNumber $MAXINT)
(setf $CurrentVisitedNumber 1)
(setf $CurrentVisitedNumber
(+ 1 $CurrentVisitedNumber))
) ;end if
(setf formcell (format nil "-ara" formName cellID))
(valid-back formcell)
;;;; Validate formcell
;;;; Backtrack from this cell recursively
;;;; A list of marked DU pairs is returned.
(defun valid-back (formcell)
(let* (
(formName (parse-isolate-formName formcell))
(currentDef (DefTable-find :dynamic-def formName formcell))
(path nil)
(setf validList nil)
(setf path nil)
(setVisited formcell)
(dolist (oneNode currentDef)
(if (listp oneNode)
(progn.
(setf pred (second (member oneNode currentDef)))
(setf path (append path (list oneNode)))
(if pred (setf path (append path (list pred))))
(setf uses nil)
(dolist (cellUsed (get-uses oneNode))
(progn
(setf formName (parse-isolate-formName cellUsed))
(setf def (DefTable-find :dynamic-def formName cellUsed))
(if (not (member
(list cellUsed def (read-from-string formcell) path)
validList))
(setf validList
(append validList
(list (list (read-from-string cellUsed) def ;; definition
(read-from-string formcell) path))))) ;; use
(DUpairTable-mark
(list cellUsed def
(read-from-string formcell) path) formName);;DupairMark
(setf formName (parse-isolate-formName cellUsed))
(setf cellID (subseq cellUsed (+ (length formName) 1)))
(if (<
(displayable-visitedNum
(displayable -get cell formName cellID))80
$CurrentVisitedNumber
(setf validList
(append validList
(valid-back cellUsed)))
);progn
);dolist
);progn
);;end-if
);end-dolist
validList;; return
);end-let*
;;;; mark this formcell as visited to avoid revisiting
;;;; used in validation backtracking process
(defun setVisited (formcell)
(setf formName (parse-isolate-formName formcell))
(setf cellID (parse-isolate-cellname formcell))
(setf (displayable-visitedNum
(displayable-getCell formName cellID))
$CurrentVisitedNumber)